Losing Streak Continues for U.S. Coal Export Terminals

Grassroots campaigns keep 'coal on its heels' as major carbon source loses its economic appeal.
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The U.S. coal export industry continued its losing streak as 2014 ended and 2015 began. A coal terminal project in Louisiana lost its permit in state court, and one in Washington ran into a stiff legal challenge. Last month, the company behind several other planned terminals sold its remaining projects to a high-risk investment firm at a major loss.

The developments continue a string of victories for environment groups fighting the export of coal to developing economies such as China. Of 15 proposals to build major new coal export facilities across the U.S., all but four have been defeated or canceled within the past two years. And only a few existing facilities have won approval to expand.

"This is an ugly, ugly time for coal exports," said Clark Williams Derry, research director for the Seattle-based Sightline Institute, a nonprofit think tank that promotes sustainable policies for the Pacific Northwest.

As U.S. demand for coal plunged in 2011 due to the boom in natural gas production, the industry began planning to ship the energy abroad as a way of supporting production and sales. Doing so would require a substantial expansion of infrastructure, including more coal-by-rail systems and coastal export centers to load the fuel onto ships.

But dozens of grassroots campaigns sprang up in the areas surrounding proposed export terminals in Oregon, Washington, Texas, Alabama and Louisiana. Community and indigenous groups objected to environmental damage from coal dust in the air and spillage in the water during rail transport, preparation...
and loading of coal onto ships. Joining them on picket lines and in court challenges were national environmental groups, such as the Sierra Club, that are fighting the climate threat from the burning of carbon fuels.

**Threat to Fisheries**

On Jan. 5, the Lummi Nation, a Native American tribe in the Pacific Northwest, invoked its treaty rights in challenging a pending terminal in Cherry Point, Washington. The tribe argued that the facility, known as the Gateway Pacific Terminal, would damage culturally and economically important fisheries habitat. The Lummi Nation has been fighting the proposed export hub for years, even going on a three-week tour of the northwest last year with a 19-foot totem pole to fan opposition.

Officially asking the Army Corps of Engineers in a letter earlier this week to deny a permit on the grounds it would damage the fishing grounds introduced a more formal legal challenge into the fight against the terminal. The tribe's fishing rights are protected under an 1855 treaty between the U.S. government and regional indigenous communities that courts have repeatedly upheld.

"As long as our federal officials are being honorable, we are 100 percent confident that it will not be approved," said Jay Julius, secretary for the Lummi Nation, in an interview with InsideClimate News.

The Cherry Point export terminal would have the capacity to transport 54 million tons of coal each year from mines in the Powder River Basin of Montana and Wyoming to international markets, most likely in Asia. SSA Marine, the Seattle-based marine terminal operators pushing the project, didn't respond to a request for comment.

**Louisiana Delta**

Across the country, a Louisiana district judge revoked a permit Dec. 23 for an export facility at the mouth of the Mississippi River, known as the RAM Terminal. Plaquemines Parish Judge Kevin Connor ruled that state environmental agencies should have considered moving the facility to a less ecologically fragile area.

The project, just south of New Orleans, has faced strong opposition from local communities ever since it was proposed. There are already two nearby coal export facilities. The center would have exported 6 million to 8 million tons of coal annually from mines in the Illinois Basin and Appalachian Mountains to markets in Europe and Asia.

The state Department of Natural Resources approved RAM Terminal LLC’s permit application in 2013. Almost immediately, three environmental groups—the Sierra Club, Louisiana Environmental Action Network, and the Gulf Restoration Network—joined local residents in filing suit, arguing that the project posed serious public health risks and would jeopardize the state’s largest coastal restoration project.

Armstrong Coal, the Kentucky-based energy company behind the terminal, didn't respond to a request for comment.

"Community opposition has kept coal on its heels," said Meg Matthews, a spokeswoman for the Sierra Club's Beyond Coal Campaign.

These local fights against export terminals have compounded the industry’s...
economic challenges. Once the nation's primary source of energy, coal has lost more than half its value in just the last four years as demand dropped. Coal now sells for $58 a ton, down from $130 in 2011. Cheaper, cleaner options such as vast new supplies of natural gas unlocked by fracking have come to dominate U.S. energy.

Spurring the push to expand exports, China had what seemed an insatiable thirst for coal to fuel rapid growth. However, as China's economy has slowed, its need for coal declined, surprising investors and industry experts. Surging public outrage over China's choking smog also forced government officials to wage a “war against pollution,” particularly coal-burning power plants notorious for spewing particulates into the air.

In 2014, Chinese President Xi Jinping agreed to a bilateral collaboration with President Barack Obama to slash greenhouse gas emissions and fight climate change—further damaging the fuel's financial future.

'A Poor Investment Partner'

Export project after project lost funding, was canceled, or had permits denied or revoked because of environmental concerns. This included four in the Pacific Northwest and seven along the Gulf of Mexico. The recent decisions in Washington and Louisiana add two more victories to the list.

"The coal industry is a poor investment partner now and for the foreseeable future," wrote Tom Sanzillo, director of finance at the Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis, an investment analysis firm, in a report last November.

In early December, Ambre Energy, the Australian coal and shale company behind export terminals in Washington and Oregon (where a permit denial is under appeal) quietly sold its North American ventures to Resource Capital Funds. The Colorado-based private equity firm, which was Ambre Energy's largest creditor, specializes in high-risk investments. Ambre sold the assets for $18 million after last year putting their value between $200 million and $400 million.

As for the Plaquemines Parish project in Louisiana, it's unclear what the next step may be.

Grace Morris, a senior organizer for the Gulf Restoration Network, said the terminal doesn't make sense because the environmental risks are too high and the financial incentive is gone because of falling coal prices.

"Louisiana already has all this capacity to move coal, but the fact is it isn't moving," Morris said. "It really begs the question: With no economic incentive to export the coal, why put these communities who are already being gravely affected by climate change—we lose a football field of coastal wetlands every hour—at risk?"